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The topicality of the problem is caused by different factors presented in different fields of life. Today’s world is characterized by the presence of race education. It means that students may appear under a strong pressure of marks and ratings. That can lead a person to depression. And psychology is important for such people to help them in struggling with depression and decreasing harm of their mentality. Thus, psychology becomes a medical instrument. Psychological science is also important in medicine when we need to promote health, improve health care or prevent illness.
So, our goal is to study psychology as a medical instrument in struggling with depression.
According to scientists, in medicinal field psychological profession is becoming primary care setting. Like some are more and more getting used to smoking, drugs and alcohol, eating disorder and disability, depression is also the main psychological problem. Depression is considered as a state of low mood and aversion to activity that can affect a person's thoughts, behavior, feelings and sense of well-being. It's a serious condition that affects your physical and mental health. 
In clinical psychology the psychological science integrate with the treatment of complex human problems. These problems are mainly related to their past. It is proved that psychological problems occur mainly when a person is faced hilarious tragedy in the past which can’t be healed out yet now. So such people have to be given a special type of treatment (not only medical, but also psychological ones) so that they get out of depression. According to different researches the best kinds of such psychological treatments are sharing feelings, making good friendship, spending lot of time with the person and make him / her happy.
That’s why psychological science unveils new and very important way for people to exist and thrive in this today’s new world.
So, in our opinion, psychology is necessary in all professions. It plays very important role in our life, especially in such its fields like education (where it can improve our brain mentally and also retain knowledge), health, psychological knowledge, etc where it helps people not just to adopt in different conditions but also to struggle with diseases (e. g. depression) caused by these conditions. Thus, psychology is a powerful medical instrument that must be used not only by doctors but also by every person who thinks of other’s health. 
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